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Abstract
Benchmark datasets that measure camera pose accu-

racy have driven progress in visual re-localisation research.
To obtain poses for thousands of images, it is common
to use a reference algorithm to generate pseudo ground
truth. Popular choices include Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
and Simultaneous-Localisation-and-Mapping (SLAM) us-
ing additional sensors like depth cameras if available.
Re-localisation benchmarks thus measure how well each
method replicates the results of the reference algorithm.
This begs the question whether the choice of the reference
algorithm favours a certain family of re-localisation meth-
ods. This paper analyzes two widely used re-localisation
datasets and shows that evaluation outcomes indeed vary
with the choice of the reference algorithm. We thus ques-
tion common beliefs in the re-localisation literature, namely
that learning-based scene coordinate regression outper-
forms classical feature-based methods, and that RGB-D-
based methods outperform RGB-based methods. We argue
that any claims on ranking re-localisation methods should
take the type of the reference algorithm, and the similarity
of the methods to the reference algorithm, into account.

1. Introduction
The availability of benchmark datasets [14,34,38,39,43,

56, 64, 69, 72, 74, 77, 82] has been a driving factor for re-
search on visual re-localisation, a core technology to make
autonomous robots [40], self-driving cars [28], and aug-
mented / mixed reality (AR / MR) systems [1, 10, 42] a re-
ality. These benchmarks provide camera poses for a set of
training and test images. The training images can be used
to create a scene representation, and the test images serve
as queries to determine the 3D position and 3D orientation
(6DoF pose) of the camera with respect to the scene. Due
to the challenge of jointly estimating the poses of thousands
or more images, benchmark datasets are typically gener-
ated by a reference algorithm such as SfM or (RGB-)D
SLAM [34, 38, 39, 64, 74]. As such, benchmarks measure
how well visual re-localisation methods are able to repli-
cate the results of the reference algorithm.

Ideally, the choice of reference algorithm should not
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Figure 1. Visualisation of the same scene reconstructed by two
different reference algorithms. We show the trajectories of test
images estimated by state-of-the-art visual localisation algorithms
(left) and the percentage of images localised within 1cm and 1◦

of error w.r.t. the pseudo ground truth (right, higher is better).
While the underlying 3D scene models are very similar, the rel-
ative ranking of methods is inverted. In this paper, we show that
the reference algorithm used to create the pseudo ground truth has
a significant impact on which method achieves the best results.

matter as long as it faithfully estimates the camera poses
of the training and test images. In particular, the choice of
reference algorithm should not affect the ranking of meth-
ods on a benchmark. In practice however, different refer-
ence algorithms optimise different cost functions, e.g., re-
projection errors of sparse point clouds for SfM [60, 80] or
alignment errors in 3D space for depth-based SLAM meth-
ods [16, 30, 47, 62], leading to different local minima. We
ask to what degree the choice of reference algorithm im-
pacts the ranking of methods on a benchmark. This is an
important question as it pertains to whether or not we can
draw absolute conclusions, e.g., algorithm A is better than
algorithm B or using component C improves accuracy. In-
terestingly, to the best of our knowledge, this question has
not received much attention in the re-localisation literature.

The main focus of this paper is to investigate how
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the choice of reference algorithms impacts the measured
performance of visual re-localisation algorithms. To
this end, we compare two types of reference algorithms
(depth-based SLAM and SfM) on two popular benchmark
datasets [64, 74]. Detailed experiments with state-of-the-
art re-localisation algorithms show that the choice of refer-
ence algorithm can have a profound impact on the ranking
of methods. In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we show
that depending on the reference algorithm, a modern end-to-
end-trainable approach [7] either outperforms or is outper-
formed by a classical, nearly 10 year-old baseline [54, 55].
Similarly, the choice of whether to use depth maps or SfM
point clouds to represent a scene can improve or decrease
performance depending on the reference algorithm. Our re-
sults show that we as a community should be careful when
drawing conclusions from existing benchmarks. Instead,
it is necessary to take into account that certain approaches
more closely resemble the reference algorithm than others.
The former are better able to replicate imperfections in a
reference algorithm’s pseudo ground truth (pGT). This nat-
ural advantage should be discussed when evaluating locali-
sation results and designing new benchmarks.

In detail, this paper makes the following contributions:
1) we show that the choice of a reference algorithm for ob-
taining pGT poses can have a significant impact on the rel-
ative ranking of methods, to the extend that the rankings
of methods can be (nearly) completely reversed. This im-
plies that published results for visual re-localisation should
always be considered under the aspect of which algorithm
was used to create the pGT.
2) we provide a comparison of pGT generated by RGB-
only SfM and (RGB-)D SLAM on the 7Scenes [64] and
12Scenes [74] datasets, which are widely used [2–6, 8, 11,
12, 26, 33, 34, 64, 74–76]. We show that none is clearly su-
perior than the other. We show that commonly accepted re-
sults from the literature (RGB-D variants of re-localisation
methods outperform their RGB-only counterparts; scene
coordinate regression is more accurate than feature-based
methods) are not absolute but depending on the pGT.
3) we are not aware of prior work aimed at evaluating the
extent to which conclusions about localisation performance
can be drawn from existing benchmarks. As such, this paper
is the first to raise awareness that the limitations of the pGT
for re-localisation need to be discussed in order to make
valid comparisons across methods.

Our new pGT and our evaluation pipeline are available
at github.com/tsattler/visloc pseudo gt limitations/.

2. Related Work
The difficulty of obtaining ground truth varies for differ-

ent tasks in computer visions. For tasks with a low dimen-
sional structure, e.g. image classification and object detec-
tion, human annotations are effective [21] and can be scaled

via crowd sourcing [17]. For tasks with a more complex
output, e.g. image segmentation or optical flow, annotation
time quickly rises to a level which severely affects the scale
and cost of associated datasets [15, 19, 25, 46].

The 6DoF camera pose estimation task comes with the
added difficulty that humans are not skilled at directly an-
notating the camera poses. Instead they annotate image cor-
respondences as input to an optimization problem to recover
the pose indirectly [56,69,72]. Since many correspondences
are required for a stable pose estimate, such an annotation
approach does not scale beyond a few hundred images. Fur-
ther, the annotations are usually only precise up to a few
pixels, which, depending on the distance to the scene, can
result in significant pose uncertainty [56, 72, 82].

As an alternative, the recording camera can be tracked
by an external tracking system [9, 62, 67]. While provid-
ing high precision poses, capturing a diverse set of scenes
is challenging due to the complicated setup, i.e., installation
and calibration, ensuring good visibility of the sensors, etc.
Similarly, industrial level LiDAR scanners have been used
to produce high quality scans of landmarks, but the corre-
sponding datasets provide only few scenes with limited spa-
tial extent [35,63,66]. GPS-INS systems that combine GPS
with inertial navigation systems (INS) have also been used
to track camera poses on a large scale [25, 43]. Yet, post-
processing is still required to obtain a higher accuracy [56].

Synthetic datasets come with true ground truth, but most
current datasets, e.g., Habitat [44], are limited in diversity
of low-level noise, illumination conditions or specular re-
flections. Therefore, data association, which is at the core
of re-localisation, can become too easy. An example are the
very low errors reported in [58] for Active Search [54, 55]
on a synthetic version of the Cambridge Landmarks dataset.

The vast majority of re-localisation benchmarks follow
an automatic approach to ground truth recovery using a ref-
erence algorithm [14,31,34,38,39,56,64,69,72,74,77,82].
Popular choices are SfM [60, 80], often for large-scale out-
door environments [14, 34, 38, 39, 56, 72], and depth-based
SLAM [16,30,47,62], often for small-scale indoor environ-
ments [64,74,77]. Hybrid solutions also exist, such as ICP-
based registration of LiDAR scans followed by an SfM-
based registration of RGB images [56, 69]. Some bench-
marks use human visual inspection as a final quality control
and verification stage [31, 56, 69, 82], and state-of-the-art
reference algorithms are found to provide high-quality re-
constructions and pose tracks. However, as shown in Fig. 1,
subtle differences in the output of reference algorithms, un-
likely to be recognized by visual checks, can have signifi-
cant influence on the evaluation outcome of a benchmark.

Such evaluation artifacts have the potential to challenge
some conclusions that have previously been drawn in the
literature. Fig. 2 shows published results in re-localisation
research on the popular indoor datasets 7Scenes [64] and
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Dataset 7Scenes	[64] 12Scenes	[74] Cambridge	[34] Aachen	Day	[56,57]

Reference Algorithm Depth SLAM	(KinectFusion[30,47]) RGB‐D	SLAM	(BundleFusion[16]) RGB	SfM (VisualSfM[79,80]) RGB	SfM (COLMAP[60])

Evaluation Metric Accuracy @	5cm,5° (↑) Accuracy @	5cm,5° (↑) Avg.	Median	Trans.	Err.	(↓) Accuracy @	25cm,2° (↑)

Sparse Features

Sparse Features	(RGB‐D)

Dense Correspondences

Dense Correspondences (RGB‐D)

Scene	Coordinate Regression

Scene	Coordinate Regression	(RGB‐D)

Figure 2. State-of-the-art results for four benchmarks. For indoor scenes (7Scenes) learned scene coordinate regression methods (purple)
outperform feature-based approaches (green), and depth-based methods (dashed) outperform RGB-only methods. For outdoor scenes
(Cambridge and Aachen) feature-based methods, in turn, outperform scene coordinate regression. We show that this behavior is coupled
to the type of reference algorithm used to create the pGT. Results of 12Scenes are saturated under the common 5cm,5◦ threshold.

12Scenes [74], and the popular outdoor datasets Cambridge
Landmarks [34] and Aachen Day [56, 57]. We compare the
dominant families of re-localisation methods, scene coor-
dinate regression and sparse feature-based matching. Scene
coordinate regression methods use a learned model, a neural
network or a random forest, to predict dense image-to-scene
correspondences [2–7,12,13,37,64,75,81]. RGB-D variants
of scene coordinate regression methods dominate rankings
for indoor re-localisation, which has been attributed to the
inherent difficulty of the indoor scenario regarding texture-
less surfaces and ambiguous structures that make it difficult
to find and match sparse features [2,34,64,76]. For outdoor
re-localisation, classical approaches, which match hand-
crafted [55, 64, 74] or learned descriptors [18, 29, 52, 53] at
sparse feature locations to a 3D SfM reconstruction, achieve
vastly superior results compared to scene coordinate regres-
sion. This has been attributed to an inability of scene coor-
dinate regression to scale to spatially large scenes [56, 70].
Our work offers a different explanation regarding the per-
formance of re-localisers in different environments by tak-
ing the reference algorithms into account that were used to
create the associated benchmarks.

3. Datasets and Reference Algorithms
In order to measure the impact different reference algo-

rithms have on localisation performance, we consider pGT
generated using (RGB-)D and sparse RGB-only data. We
use the popular 7Scenes [64] and 12Scenes [74] datasets as
they provide depth maps and pGT poses for both test and
training images. This is in contrast to other common bench-
marks [34, 38, 56, 69, 72, 77], which do not provide depth
information for test and train images [34, 38, 56, 69, 72]1

1Depth maps could be estimated using motion stereo or single-view
depth prediction. Yet, the former requires and is influenced by the pGT,
while the latter offers limited quality and stability.

or do not make the poses of the test images publicly avail-
able [56, 69, 77]. In the following, we describe the datasets,
their original pGT, and how we create an additional pGT
for each dataset via RGB-only SfM. The purpose of this
section is to familiarize the reader with the datasets and ref-
erence algorithms before evaluating the resulting pGT vari-
ants (Sec. 4) and measuring their impact on re-localisation
performance (Sec. 5).

3.1. Incremental Depth SLAM
Camera poses can be tracked by incrementally register-

ing dense depth measurements to a 3D scene representa-
tion. KinectFusion [30, 48], an early incarnation of such a
system, uses a truncated signed distance function (TSDF) to
represent the scene. The TSDF is updated by merging depth
maps Di of frames i into a weighted average

min
F

∑
i

||WDiFDi − F|| ,

where F and FDi
denote the TSDF representations of the

scene and of depth map Di, respectively. Weights WDi

capture the measurement uncertainty of the depth record-
ing. For tracking the 6DoF camera pose of a new frame
with rotation Ri and translation ti, KinectFusion minimises
the point-plane distance between the measured depth and a
depth rendering of the scene’s TSDF volume

min
Ri,ti

∑
x

||
(
Vi(x)− [Ri|ti] V̂g

i−1(x̂)
)>

N̂g
i−1(û)|| . (1)

The objective is minimised over 2D pixel positions x. Mea-
sured depth and rendered depth are back-projected to 3D
vertex maps Vi and V̂g

i−1, respectively. Particularly, V̂g

denotes the rendered vertex map of the scene in world (or
global) coordinates and N̂g denotes rendered normals.
KinectFusion pGT for 7Scenes. Shotton et al. [64] cre-
ated the 7Scenes dataset for re-localisation by scanning
seven small-scale indoor environments with Kinect v1 and
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KinectFusion. Every scene was scanned multiple times by
different users, and the resulting 3D scene models were reg-
istered using ICP [51]. No global optimization within a
single scan or across multiple scans was performed, and
any camera drift remains unaccounted for in the pGT of
7Scenes. In terms of RGB-D images, the 7Scenes dataset
only provides uncalibrated output of the Kinect, i.e., RGB
images and depth maps are not registered, and the camera
poses align with the depth sensor, not the RGB camera.

3.2. Globally Optimised RGB-D SLAM

To reduce camera drift during incremental scanning,
more recent RGB-D SLAM systems like BundleFusion [16]
jointly optimise all 6DoF camera poses. The parameter vec-
tor X = (R0, t0, ..., RN , tN ) stacks rotations and transla-
tions of all frames recorded and BundleFusion optimises

min
X

wsprsEsprs(X ) + wphtEpht(X ) + wgeoEgeo(X ) . (2)

The term Esprs minimises the Euclidean distance for sparse
SIFT [41] feature matches across all images. Note that this
term minimises a 3D distance, not a reprojection error, since
the depth of image pixels is known. The term Epht is a pho-
tometric loss that ensures a consistent gradient of image lu-
minance across registered images. Finally, Egeo optimises a
point-to-plane distance of depth maps with projective data
association similar to KinectFusion, see Eq. 1.
BundleFusion pGT for 12Scenes. Valentin et al. [74]
scanned twelve small-scale indoor environments for their
12Scenes dataset. They utilized a structure.io depth sensor
mounted on an iPad that provided associated color images.
Different from 7Scenes, 12Scenes comes with fully cali-
brated and synchronized color and depth images and depth
is registered to the color images. Each room was scanned
two times, once for training and once for testing, and both
scans of each scene were registered manually.

3.3. Pseudo Ground Truth via SfM
A common approach to generate pGT [34, 38, 39, 56, 68,

72] is to use (incremental) SfM algorithms [60,65,80]. SfM
methods rely on sparse local features such as SIFT [41] to
establish feature matches between images, which are then
used to recover camera poses and 3D scene structure. SfM
is usually applied jointly on the test and training images to
jointly recover the camera poses of all images [34, 39, 56].

SfM algorithms minimise the reprojection error between
the estimated 3D points and their corresponding feature
measurements in the images, optimising the problem

min
Ri,θi,ti,Xj

∑
i

∑
j

δijρ
(
||xij−π (RiXj+ti, θi)) ||2

)
(3)

during Bundle Adjustment (BA) [73]. Here, θi are the in-
trinsic camera parameters, Xj is the jth 3D point, δij ∈
{0, 1} indicates whether the jth 3D point is visible in the ith

image, xij is the corresponding 2D feature position of the

jth 3D point in the ith image, π is the projection function,
and ρ is a robust cost function [73]. SfM only reconstructs
the scene up to an arbitrary scaling factor. Known 3D dis-
tances are used to recover the absolute scale of the model.
SfM pGT for 7Scenes and 12Scenes. As the basis for our
analysis, we generate an alternative pGT for 7Scenes and
12Scenes. First, we reconstruct the scene with SfM using
only the training images. Next, we continue the reconstruc-
tion process with the test images while keeping the training
camera poses fixed. This strategy ensures that the training
poses are not affected by the test images, as would be the
case in practice. Finally, we recover the scale by robustly
aligning the positions of all cameras to those of the origi-
nal pGT. We implement this process with COLMAP [60],
using the same camera intrinsics for all images in a scene.

This approach failed for the office2/5a and 5b datasets of
12Scenes. Both depict scenes with highly repetitive struc-
tures. As a result, the SfM reconstruction collapses, i.e.,
visually similar but physically different parts of the scene
are merged. Thus, for both scenes, we first triangulate 3D
points using the original pGT. Next, we apply 10 iterations
consisting of BA followed by merging and completing 3D
points: nearby 3D points with matching features are merged
and new features are added to 3D points if possible.

Some images of 12Scenes that were not registered by
BundleFusion were reconstructed using COLMAP. Also,
for the office2/5a and 5b scenes, we removed 61 images
(out of 3,354 images contained in both scenes together) that
we identified as obvious outliers via visual inspection.

4. Comparison of Pseudo Ground Truths
Given the two versions of pGT for each scene, estimated

using (RGB-)D SLAM respectively SfM, a natural question
is whether one version is more precise than the other. In
this section, we quantitatively and qualitatively show that
no version of the pGT is clearly preferably over the other:
we first show that the SfM pGT outperforms the (RGB-
)D SLAM version according to metrics that are optimised
during the SfM process. We then show that the (RGB-)D
SLAM pGT in turn outperforms the SfM version in terms
of dense 3D point alignment, i.e., the metrics optimised by
depth-based methods. Thus, both versions can be consid-
ered as valid pGT for re-localisation experiments. Note that
our analysis is focused on the two particular datasets. For a
more general analysis of various reference algorithms, e.g.,
about the influence of calibration accuracy, we refer to [62].

Evaluation based on SfM metrics. The first experiment
focuses on standard metrics used to evaluate SfM recon-
structions [61]. We measure the number of 3D points (#3D),
the number of feature observations (#feat.) used to triangu-
late the 3D points, the average track length (track), i.e., the
average number of features used to triangulate a 3D point,
and the average reprojection error (err.). For the same num-
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7S
ce

ne
s

Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Red Kitchen Stairs
Ref. Algo. orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM

#3D 433k 204k 190k 628k 316k 296k 104k 73k 70k 515k 261k 249k 282k 131k 150k 1.0M 455k 472k 178k 119k 132k
#feat. 7.4M 7.7M 7.9M 9.9M 10.2M 10.4M 1.4M 1.4M 1.5M 7.4M 7.8M 8.0M 4.5M 5.0M 5.2M 14.1M 15.8M 16.5M 2.3M 2.4M 2.6M
track 17.0 37.7 41.6 15.7 32.3 35.0 13.4 19.8 20.9 14.3 29.9 32.1 15.9 38.2 35.2 13.5 34.7 35.0 13.0 20.2 19.5

err. [px] 1.74 1.40 1.25 1.54 0.95 0.88 1.49 1.10 1.01 1.68 1.25 1.12 1.76 1.40 1.24 1.73 1.28 1.13 1.62 1.25 1.10

12
Sc

en
es

apt1/kitchen apt1/living apt2/bed apt2/kitchen apt2/living apt2/luke office1/gates362
#3D 146k 106k 104k 166k 112k 120k 245k 201k 171k 208k 121k 119k 148k 116k 121k 201k 135k 140k 658k 424k 419k

#feat. 1.3M 1.3M 1.4M 1.4M 1.5M 1.6M 1.9M 2.0M 2.2M 2.8M 2.9M 3.0M 1.2M 1.2M 1.3M 1.5M 1.7M 1.7M 9.7M 10.1M 10.3M
track 8.6 12.6 13.0 8.3 13.6 13.3 7.8 11.9 12.7 13.3 24.0 24.9 7.8 10.4 10.4 7.3 12.4 12.5 14.7 23.8 24.7

err. [px] 1.63 1.33 1.25 1.72 1.38 1.28 1.58 1.03 0.97 1.72 1.21 1.07 1.59 1.18 1.12 1.75 1.42 1.33 1.69 1.31 1.18
office1/gates381 office1/lounge office1/manolis office2/5a office2/5b

#3D 695k 447k 471k 161k 116k 120k 364k 275k 273k 261k 202k 607k 580k
#feat. 6.8M 7.5M 7.9M 1.4M 1.4M 1.5M 3.7M 3.8M 3.9M 1.7M 2.0M 4.0M 4.6M
track 9.9 16.8 16.7 8.5 12.4 12.5 10.0 13.7 14.2 6.3 9.7 6.7 7.9

err. [px] 1.60 1.17 1.09 1.69 1.27 1.19 1.60 1.27 1.19 1.57 0.83 1.43 0.80

Table 1. SfM statistics for different pseudo ground truth (pGT) versions. We report the number of 3D points (#3D), the number of
triangulated features (#feat.), the average track length (track), and the mean reprojection error (err.) in px. Longer tracks generated from
more features and a lower reprojection error indicate more accurate poses. We show results for the original [64, 74] training and test poses
generated by (RGB-)D SLAM (orig.), the original poses iteratively refined by alternating bundle adjustment and point merging (+BA), and
the SfM pGT (SfM). For office2/5a and office2/5b, SfM from scratch failed and the SfM pGT is generated using the +BA strategy.

Figure 3. Visualisation of SfM point clouds for Red Kitchen
(7Scenes) and apt2/kitchen (12Scenes) obtained using the origi-
nal (left) and the SfM pGT (right) poses. The SfM pGT results in
less noisy models where structures are more clearly visible.

ber of images in a 3D model, more observations and longer
tracks, especially in combination with a lower reproj. error,
indicate higher camera pose accuracy. Shorter tracks, i.e.,
more 3D points, indicate that a single physical 3D point is
represented by multiple SfM points: due to pose inaccura-
cies, no single SfM point projects within the error threshold
used for robust triangulation [60] for all its measurements.

We compare the SfM pGT with point clouds obtained by
triangulating the scenes from the original (RGB-)D pGT.
For 7Scenes, we adjust the original pGT to account for the
offset between RGB camera and depth sensor using the cal-
ibration from [78]. We use the same set of matches and the
same COLMAP parameters for both pGT versions and use
training and test images to calculate the statistics.

Tab. 1 shows the SfM metrics for both datasets. The
SfM pGT clearly outperforms the original (RGB-)D SLAM
pGT in the number of observations, track length, and re-
projection error, especially on 7Scenes. We attribute this
to the fact that KinectFusion, in contrast to BundleFusion,
does not perform global optimisation and is thus suscepti-

ble to drift [74]. Fig. 3 qualitatively compares the SfM point
clouds obtained with both versions of the pGT, showing that
the SfM pGT leads to significantly less noisy SfM points.

As way to measure the similarity of the local optima
found by the different pGT algorithms, we generate an “in-
termediate” pGT, denoted as +BA in Tab. 1: starting from
the original pGT, we alternate between BA of the triangu-
lated 3D model and merging and completing 3D points. As
for office2/5a and office2/5b, we repeat this process for 10
iterations. In case that the local minima found by the (RGB-
)D SLAM and SfM algorithms are close-by, we expect this
process to result in a similar local optimum for the SfM met-
rics.2 As can be seen in Tab. 1, the “intermediate” pGT re-
sults in similar or slightly worse statistics compared to the
SfM pGT for both datasets. This indicates that the differ-
ence between poses is not large enough for bundle adjust-
ment to result in significantly different local minima.

Evaluation based on 3D alignment metrics. We next
evaluate how accurately the two pGT versions align the
depth maps available for each image. For a pair of im-
ages (A,B) in a scene, we use the pGT poses to trans-
form their depth maps to 3D point clouds in scene coor-
dinates. For each 3D point in A’s depth map, we find the
nearest point in B’s depth map. We report the root mean
square error (RMSE) of all point correspondences below a
5cm outlier threshold.3 This cost function, implemented in
Open3D [83], measures the 3D alignment of the two point
clouds and replicates the metric minimised by algorithms
such as KinectFusion [30, 47] and BundleFusion [16].

We select image pairs for evaluation based on visual
overlap in the SfM pGT [49]: Let |PAB | be the number
of 3D points jointly observed by images A and B and |PA|
and |PB | be the number of 3D points seen in A respectively

2We compare the “intermediate” pGT to the other pGT based on SfM
metrics rather than comparing pose errors. The alignment between SfM
and SLAM pGT introduces a potential error that we cannot easily remove.

3We did not observe image pairs with no corresponsences within 5cm.
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Figure 4. 3D alignment statistics for the 7Scenes and 12Scenes datasets. We show cumulative distributions (cdfs) of the 3D alignment
errors between the depth maps of train/train and test/train image pairs with a visual overlap of at least 30% for the original (RGB-)D SLAM
and the SfM pseudo GT. As can be seen, the original pseudo GT produces more accurate alignments of the depth maps.

B. We consider a pair if |PAB |/max(|PA|, |PB |) ≥ 0.3.
Fig. 4 shows cumulative histograms over the alignment

errors for both pGT versions. We separately show curves for
pairs of training images and pairs containing one test and
one training image. The former measures the consistency
between the training images and the latter measures how
well the test images align with the training images. Since
images are taken in continuous sequences, there are smaller
changes in viewpoint between pairs of training images than
for pairs containing training and test images. As such, there
is a larger error for test/train pairs than for train/train pairs.

Fig. 4 shows smaller alignment errors for the orig. pGT.
We also show dense point clouds obtained by fusing indi-
vidual depth maps using the different pGT poses in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. While the SfM pGT leads to globally more con-
sistent geometry with less drift4, fine details of foreground
objects are better recovered with the original pGT. This con-
firms the results from Fig. 4, which show a more precise
relative alignment of depth maps for the orig. pGT.

5. Re-localisation Evaluation
Sec. 4 showed that neither the original (RGB-)D SLAM

pGT nor the SfM pGT is clearly better than the other.
Thus, both pGT versions are valid choices for evaluating
re-localisation algorithms. Their differences are in the or-
der of centimeters. However, this is typically the range used
to measure localisation accuracy. This section thus investi-
gates how different pGT versions affect the performance of
re-localisers. We show that RGB-D baselines fare better on
pGT generated with (RGB-)D SLAM. Baselines that min-
imise a reprojection error perform better on the SfM pGT.

Evaluation measures. We report the percentage of images
localised within Xcm and X◦ of the respective pGT [64,
74]. We also report the Dense Correspondence Reprojection
Error (DCRE) [77]: for each test image, we back-project
the depth map into a 3D point cloud using its pGT pose. We
project each 3D point into the image using the estimated and
the pGT pose and measure the 2D distance between both
projections. We report the maximum DCRE per test image
below and the mean DCRE per test image in the supp. mat.

4Note that global consistency might not always be necessary, e.g., AR
applications where a user observes only a small part of the scene.

Baselines. We evaluate classical, feature-based as well as
learning-based re-localisers on the two versions of the pGT.
Learning-based methods are re-trained on each pGT, and
feature-based methods use each version of the pGT to create
their map. Please see the supp. mat. for details.
DSAC* [2,4,7] is a learning-based scene coordinate regres-
sion approach, where a neural network predicts for each
pixel the corresponding 3D point in scene space. DSAC*
uses a PnP [24] solver and RANSAC [22] on top of the
2D-3D matches. Its RGB-D variant, DSAC* (+D), uses
image depth to establish 3D-3D matches and a Kabsch
[32] solver. hLoc [52] combines image retrieval with Su-
perPoint [18] features and SuperGlue [53] for matching,
followed by P3P+RANSAC-based pose estimation. Den-
seVLAD+R2D2 [29, 50, 71] uses DenseVLAD [71] for re-
trieving image pairs and R2D2 features for matching. The
training images and poses are used to construct a 3D SfM
map, and test images are localised using 2D-3D matches
and P3P+RANSAC. Instead of triangulating point matches,
DenseVLAD+R2D2 (+D) constructs the 3D map by pro-
jecting R2D2 keypoints to 3D space using depth maps. Ac-
tive Search (AS) [54, 55] is a classical feature-based ap-
proach that establishes 2D-3D correspondences based on
prioritized SIFT [41] matching. AS estimates the camera
pose with a P3P solver [27,36] inside a RANSAC loop [22].

Results. Tab. 2 reports the percentage of test images lo-
calised within 5cm and 5◦ of the pGT for the 7Scenes
dataset. For the original pGT, depth-based DSAC* (+D)
clearly outperforms all other methods. Depth-based Den-
seVLAD+R2D2 (+D) achieves the best results among all
sparse feature-based methods. AS, using classical SIFT fea-
tures, achieves the lowest accuracy using the original pGT.

The ranking changes drastically using the SfM pGT. AS
jumps from last to first place with an absolute difference
of +29.8 in pose accuracy, outperforming all learning-based
and depth-based competitors. Particularly notable are the
results on Pumpkin and Red Kitchen, where AS improves
from localising less than 50% within the 5cm, 5◦ threshold
to localizing more than 99% of the images. For both scenes,
Tab. 1 shows a significant difference in the SfM statistics be-
tween the two pGT versions. The previously-leading depth-
based DSAC* (+D) and DenseVLAD+R2D2 (+D) drop to
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Figure 5. Consistency of depth map fusion for 7Scenes [64]. We reproject depth maps of the Pumpkin scene and accumulate the resulting
3D point clouds in world space using the pGT reference poses. While the depth SLAM pGT leads to sharper reconstructions of foreground
objects like the pumpkin and chair, SfM pGT leads to better alignment of distant objects like the paper note and coffee machine.
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Figure 7. Pose error and Dense Correspondence Reprojection Error (DCRE) [77]. a) Cum. distributions of pose error (max. of rotation
and position error) for 7Scenes (top row) and 12Scenes (bottom row), averaged across scenes. b) Cum. distribution of the maximum DCRE
per test image. We mark 1% of the image diagonal in the DCRE plots. The relative ordering of the methods changes when switching
between pGTs. c) Changes in the cum. pose error per method and pGT (orig. pGT, locally bundle-adjusted pGT (+BA), and SfM pGT).

the last places. Particularly, both methods are outperformed
by their RGB-only counterparts when using the SfM pGT.

We can correlate these observations with each method’s
similarity to the respective reference algorithm (c.f . col-

umn 1 of Tab. 2 for a coarse classification). We re-
gard methods that optimise a reprojection error over sparse
features as similar to SfM and methods that optimise a
dense 3D-3D error as similar to (RGB-)D SLAM. The RGB
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Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Red Kitchen Stairs Average
Pseudo GT orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM orig. +BA SfM

Active Search 86.4 98.6 99.9 86.3 96.6 99.8 95.7 96.5 100 65.6 76.7 98.6 34.1 44.9 99.6 45.1 61.1 99.8 67.8 82.0 91.9 68.7 79.5 98.5
hLoc 94.2 99.6 100 93.7 97.0 99.4 99.7 99.9 100 83.2 88.7 100 55.2 65.5 100 61.9 72.7 98.6 49.4 58.1 72.0 76.8 83.1 95.7

DVLAD+R2D2 94.0 97.6 100 95.3 94.8 99.1 95.6 95.6 97.0 78.8 84.1 99.7 59.2 69.5 98.8 61.2 69.6 98.4 59.2 69.6 76.9 77.6 83.0 95.7
DVLAD+R2D2(+D) 93.1 98.2 100 91.3 95.3 98.5 96.5 96.4 96.3 81.2 86.1 96.6 58.5 68.0 91.6 72.6 78.5 97.8 68.0 72.8 69.5 80.2 85.0 92.9

DSAC* 97.8 99.2 99.9 94.5 98.7 98.9 98.8 99.6 99.8 83.9 89.8 98.1 62.0 73.9 99.0 65.5 79.1 97.0 77.7 91.5 92.0 82.9 90.3 97.8
DSAC*(+D) 99.4 99.7 99.6 98.9 98.4 96.9 99.9 100 99.5 98.9 96.4 95.3 80.9 77.6 90.9 92.4 94.9 96.4 92.6 85.5 88.4 94.7 93.2 95.3

Table 2. Re-localisation results on 7Scenes [64] as the percentage of images localised within 5cm and 5◦ of the original pGT generated
by Depth SLAM (orig.), local SfM minima obtained by fixing the orig. pGT training poses and optimising the test poses (+BA; see Sec. 5
for details), and the SfM pGT (SfM). We visualise the ranking of methods from best to worst depending on the pGT. We color-code
methods based on their similarity to the reference algorithm: similar to SfM , similar to D-SLAM , or intermediary .

variant of DSAC* optimises a dense reprojection error.
DVLAD+R2D2(+D) optimises a sparse reprojection error
but incorporates depth when building the 3D map. Thus, we
classify those two methods as intermediary. Among meth-
ods similar to SfM, AS shows the largest improvement un-
der the SfM pGT as it re-uses the SIFT features from SfM.

Fig. 7(a) shows cumulative distributions over the fraction
of images localised within Xcm, X◦ of the pGT for tighter
thresholds than used before. This is particularly interesting
for 12Scenes, where the accuracy of all methods saturates
under the 5cm, 5◦ threshold. Poses predicted by DSAC*
(+D) better align with the original (RGB-)D SLAM pGT
than with the SfM pGT. At the same time, poses predicted
by RGB-based methods better align with the SfM pGT.
There are larger differences between the methods for finer
thresholds. For 12Scenes, hLoc and DenseVLAD+R2D2
achieve the highest accuracy under a 1cm, 1◦ threshold.

Fig. 7(b) shows cumulative distributions for the
max. DCRE. Since the DCRE depends on the pose accu-
racy, we observe the same behavior as before, i.e., methods
more similar to SfM outperform depth-based methods on
the SfM pGT while performing worse on the original (RGB-
D) pGT. Yet, this does not necessarily imply that such meth-
ods are superior. They closely resemble the SfM ref. algo-
rithm, and they use the 3D points triangulated by the SfM
pipeline from the training images for pose estimation. Thus,
it seems likely that feature-based methods “overfit” to the
SfM pGT by being able to closely replicate SfM behav-
ior. To further illustrate the issue, we created an “intermedi-
ate” pGT: starting with the original pGT poses, we triangu-
late the scene and use bundle adjustment followed by point
merging to optimise the test poses while keeping the train-
ing poses fixed. Intuitively, the resulting poses, denoted as
“+BA”, approximate the “optimal” test poses for the orig-
inal training image pGT under the reprojection error met-
ric. Fig. 7(c) and Tab. 2 show results obtained using the
+BA test poses. The +BA poses significantly improve the
evaluation scores of RGB-based methods such as AS, but
less so for depth-based methods such as DSAC* (+D) or
DenseVLAD+R2D2 (+D). The closer the pGT is to the cost
function optimised by both methods, the better they per-
form. In contrast, depth-based methods typically either per-
form similar or worse under these pGT poses. Our results

indicate that learning-based methods might have some ca-
pacity to adjust to the pGT since DSAC* ranks well across
all pGT versions. Still, DSAC* is always outperformed by
methods more similar to the ref. algorithm.

6. Conclusion
Re-localisation benchmarks usually rely on a reference

algorithm to create pseudo ground truth for evaluation. As
such, they do not measure absolute pose accuracy but rather
how well a given method is able to reproduce the refer-
ence output. Our paper points out an important implication:
different cost functions optimised by reference algorithms
lead to different local minima. This affects re-localisation
evaluation as methods that optimise a similar cost function
as the reference algorithm better replicate the local min-
ima and imperfections of the pGT, to a degree that rela-
tive rankings can be (nearly) completely inverted. This is-
sue is fundamental, and we do not see a solution to this
problem. However, there are ways to address the issue, as
shown in Sec. 5: new benchmark datasets could provide
multiple pGT versions to enable a more concise evalua-
tion that takes the impact of the pGT into account. E.g.,
although DSAC* does not perform best under any pGT,
it performs well under all pGT versions. If multiple pGT
versions are not available, localisation algorithms can be
grouped based on their similarity to the reference algorithm
(c.f . color-coding in Tab. 2) and only be compared within
but not between groups. Another approach is to choose
evaluation thresholds that are large enough that the differ-
ence in pGT will not affect the measured performance, e.g.,
5cm, 5◦ for 12Scenes. Such an approach will likely have
to explicitly account for the uncertainties in the estimated
poses, which itself is a complex problem [23]. Still, knowl-
edge about pose uncertainties would allow us to determine
when a dataset is solved. Another direction is a task-specific
evaluation of re-localisation methods, e.g., measuring their
performance in the context of AR, robotic navigation, etc.
Again, understanding the impact of the pGT on such evalu-
ations is an interesting and open problem.
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